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Albania North

Visit the “sleeper hit” of the Balkans, linking together five protected areas 

into an experience filled with stunning mountain scenery, flowing rivers 

and waterfalls, amazing coastal landscape, an unforgettable farm stay, 

and ancient mountain codes of behaviour for you to learn as you explore.

Albania South

Explore the wild heritage of the Albanian Riviera, filled with history, 

culture, heritage and gastronomic richness. Enjoy hands-on experiences 

with local people as you hike and swim through Albania´s nature parks.

Calanques National Park

Active multi-sport itinerary with local guides focused on 

conservation of the park´s natural heritage, including hiking, 

biking, kayaking, sailing, cooking, and meditating.

Camargue Regional Nature Park

A hidden gem of Provence where the Rhône river meets the 

Mediterranean. Explore on foot, bicycle, and horseback, marvel at 

colonies of pink flamingos, learn about the secrets behind the region’s 

rice and vineyards, and cook alongside a famous French chef.

Port Cros National Park

Forget everything you know about the French Riviera. Reach for 

adventure and discover rich biodiversity each day as you cycle, hike, 

and kayak your way through the Mediterranean’s oldest marine park.

Coming soon!
MEET is currently developing several new products, 
which are expected to be available in late 2019

MEET
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Kornati National Park

Explore this dense Mediterranean archipelago by land, by sea, and through 

the stories of ancient people who created its landscape.This area is known 

for its magnificent geomorphology and underwater biodiversity, including 

more than 1,500 marine species and more than 650 terrestrial species.

Lastovo Islands Nature Park

Welcome to the Croatian island where life still moves at a slow pace and 

old customs remain. Explore on foot, by bike, in a kayak and underwater. 

Stay with a local family, see Europe´s darkest skies, and meet the 

last wood ship builder on the island. Immerse in local cuisine while 

enjoying greens from the fields and seafood from local fishermen. 

CROATIA



Contact: richard@bookgreen.travel  •  www.meetnetwork.org/MEET-Guide

Join or collaborate with MEET Network: jeremy.sampson@iucn.org  •  www.meetnetwork.org

ITALY

Circeo National Park

Explore the history, nature, and legends of sunny Southern Italy through varied modes of 

exploration. Enjoy the wonders of the Plain Forest on foot or by bike, trek to Picco di Circe to 

see a great variety of landscapes, and take a sailboat or canoe out in the crystal blue waters.

Colline Metallifere Tuscan Mining Geopark

Discover the Heat of the Earth, an underground world filled with natural and culture 

heritage. Local experts will guide you through a territory with spectacular scenery 

formed by an ancient geologic phenomena. Walk among an extensive network 

of mining tunnels initially designed for experienced miners. Taste wine and other 

typical Tuscany products which emerged from the region´s unique geodiversity.

Torre de Cerrano

A 4-day tour across space and time, exploring the concept of “sustainability” as developed 

through the centuries. Enjoy trekking, cycling, snorkeling and diving in a wonderful 

blend of nature and culture, enriched with authentic flavours and ancient heritage

Ulysses Riviera

Experience the Ulysses Riviera park as a true explorer and discover a land full of myth and 

history, doused with the sweet perfume and unmatched cuisine of the Italian Mediterranean.

Ebro Delta

Experience the wildlife and seasonal colours of the Ebro Delta, including 

a sailing expedition, birdwatching throughout the natural park, and a 

chance to lose yourself among wetlands and rice fields by bicycle. 

Menorca

Discover the first Mediterranean island to be fully declared as a “UNESCO 

Biosphere Reserve” by hiking in the S’Albufera de Grau National Park, 

kayaking and snorkeling through the island´s turquoise waters and tasting 

the authentic Menorcan lobster stew cooked with traditional methods.

Sierra Nevada National Park

Discover the great biodiversity and cultural heritage of the Sierra Nevada range. Hike 

through spectacular landscapes, spend the day living and eating like a local farmer, 

and explore the iconic Alhambra through its connection to nature and the park.

SPAIN

 Jabal Moussa Biosphere Reserve

In the country of the Phoenicians, mythology is everywhere. Learn about Afqa 

grotto, the birthplace of the Phoenician God Adonis, symbol of nature’s renewal. 

Walk in his steps in the valleys and forests of Jabal Moussa Biosphere Reserve, 

and experience varied changes in the landscape. The local community will host 

you in quality local guesthouses set in villages overlooking the Adonis river valley.
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